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Abstract 

 

Aim: To enhance the accuracy in predicting the house prices using Novel Linear Regression and Decision Tree. 

Materials and Methods: This study contains 2 groups i.e Novel Linear Regression (LR) and Decision Tree. 

Each group consists of a sample size of 6 and G Power software is used to determine sample size with pretest 

power value 0.8 and alpha is 0.05  

Results: The Novel Linear regression (LR) is 82% more accurate than the Decision Tree of 71.6% in classifying 

the House price prediction p = 0.620.  

Conclusion: The Novel Linear Regression(LR) model is significantly better than the Decision Tree in 

predicting the House price. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The housing market is one of the most 

aggressive as far as estimating and same will in 

general shift essentially dependent on various 

elements; determining property cost is a significant 

module in decision making for both the purchasers 

and financial backers in supporting financial plan 

allotment, observing property finding tricks and 

deciding reasonable approaches subsequently it 

becomes one of the great fields to apply the ideas 

of AI to advance and foresee the costs with high 

precision. Along these lines, in this paper, we 

present different significant highlights to utilize 

while anticipating lodging costs with great 

exactness. We can utilize relapse models, utilizing 

different elements to have lower Residual Sum of 

Squares. While utilizing highlights in a relapse 

model some element designing is needed for better 

expectation. In a study by (Durganjali and Vani 

Pujitha 2019) introduced a model which has 

accuracy of 70%. The goal of the paper by (Bhagat, 

Mohokar, and Mane 2016) is to predict the efficient 

house pricing for real estate customers with respect 

to their budgets and priorities. By analyzing 

previous market trends and price ranges, and also 

upcoming developments future prices will be 

predicted. Advanced machine learning algorithms 

are demonstrated by (B and Swathi 2019) can 

achieve very accurate prediction of property prices, 

as evaluated by the performance metrics. In an 

article by (Azimlu, Rahnamayan, and Makrehchi 

2021) A House  price Valuation based on Random 

Forest Approach. The Mass appraisal of residential 

property south korea Jengei HONG. Predicting 

house prices is expected to help people who plan to 

buy a house so they can know the price range in the 

future, then they can plan their finances well. In 

addition, house price predictions are also beneficial 

for property investors to know the trend of housing 

prices in a certain location. Predicting house prices 

is expected to help people who plan to buy a house 

so they can know the price range in the future, then 

they can plan their finances well. In addition, house 

price predictions are also beneficial for property 

investors to know the trend of housing prices in a 

certain location. Application of Predicting House 

Prices will help people to know the price range of 

the house in prior based on location, area type, 

square feet and other factors. 

 

There are about 25 articles in IEEE xplore 

and in 30 Scopus related to this study. In a study by 

(Sangani, Erickson, and Al Hasan 2017) From 

investment to buying a house for residence, a 

person investing in the housing market is interested 

in the potential gain. This paper presents machine 

learning algorithms to develop intelligent 

regressions models for House price prediction. The 

main focus of the project by  (Kadu and Bamnote 

2021)  is to forecast  house prices using real factors 

intended to base our assessment on each of the 

basic criteria i.e. which is  taken into account when 

setting prices. The goal  of this project is to learn 

Python and gain experience in Data  Analytics, 

Machine Learning, and AI. The aim of the study by 

(Andrle and Plašil 2019) Using the borrowing-

capacity and net-present-value techniques, it 

evaluates housing prices in 11 Canadian Census 

Metropolitan Areas (CMAs). The purpose of the 

paper by (Priya and Gayathri Priya 2021) is to 

assist the seller in accurately estimating the selling 

price of a house. Physical circumstances, and 

location, among other things, were all taken into 

account while determining the cost. This paper by 

(C. Zhou 2021) House price prediction can be done 

by using multiple prediction models (Machine 

Learning Model) such as support vector regression, 

artificial neural network, and more.  

 

Our institution is passionate about high quality 

evidence based  research and has excelled in 

various domains (Vickram et al. 2022; Bharathiraja 

et al. 2022; Kale et al. 2022; Sumathy et al. 2022; 

Thanigaivel et al. 2022; Ram et al. 2022; Jothi et al. 

2022; Anupong et al. 2022; Yaashikaa, Keerthana 

Devi, and Senthil Kumar 2022; Palanisamy et al. 

2022).Some datasets are intended for theoretical 

research rather than processing them according to 

actual application. Most of the existing standard 

feature extraction processes are intended for short-

term analysis, so the researchers created their own 

set of features. Finally, an article is proposed which 

assumes all of its limitations. The aim of this 

research is improving models to increase the 

accuracy of House Price Prediction.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

This work is carried out in the Data 

Analytics lab, Department of Information 

technology at Saveetha School of Engineering. The 

study consists of two sample groups i.e Novel 

Linear Regression and Decision Tree. Each group 

consists of 6 samples with a test size=0.2. The 

dataset used for classification is taken from kaggle 

of House Price Prediction, an open-source data 

repository for predicting house price.  

           

For training of the Novel Linear 

Regression, the test set size was about 20% of the 

total dataset and the remaining 80% is used for the 

training set. The Novel Linear Regression training 

set consists in determining a hyperplane to separate 

the training data belonging to two classes, whereas 

the Decision Tree model uses backpropagation for 

training. The whole dataset is fitted for training the 

Novel Linear Regression and Decision Tree model. 

https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/hlzd
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/hlzd
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/LkqW
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/LkqW
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/2PBV
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/9fr1
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/9fr1
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/gDLu
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/BB2J
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/BB2J
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/VzGt
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/1oht
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/m48O
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https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/Yt5gS+Kdgi8+fgIL0+cN8hS+YRXzF+6CTsc+8xqf9+B8rqc+2nKmy+Ysv7q
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/Yt5gS+Kdgi8+fgIL0+cN8hS+YRXzF+6CTsc+8xqf9+B8rqc+2nKmy+Ysv7q
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Accuracies of both models are tested with a sample 

size of 10 using Python 2.7. 

 

Novel Linear Regression 

  Novel Linear regression is the most simple 

method for prediction. It uses two things as 

variables which are the predictor variable and the 

variable which is the most crucial one first whether 

the predictor variable. These regression estimates 

are used to explain the relationship between one 

dependent variable and one or more independent 

variables. The equation of the regression equation 

with one dependent and one independent variable is 

defined by the formula in equation 1. Pseudocode 

for Novel Linear regression is explained in Table 1. 

Accuracy values of Novel Linear Regression are 

mentioned in Table 3. 

                                                          b = y 

+ x*a                                                         

(1) 

Where, 

 b = estimated dependent variable score, 

 y = constant, 

 x = regression coefficient, and  

a = score on the independent variable. 

 

Decision Tree 

Decision Tree Regression, as the name 

suggests, uses a tree structure to build a 

classification and regression model that breaks 

down the data set into smaller and smaller subsets  

while at the same time the associated decision tree 

is developed in stages. The end result is trees with 

decision nodes and leaf nodes. Decision node  has 

two or more branches, each representing values for 

the attribute under test. Leaf nodes represent 

decisions about numerical goals. The highest 

decision node in the tree corresponding to the best 

predictor is called the root node. A decision tree 

can handle categorical and numerical  data. 

Pseudocode for Novel Linear regression is 

explained in Table 2. Accuracy values for the 

Decision Tree Method are mentioned in Table 4. 

The formula is  

 

The  minimum requirement to run the 

softwares used here are intel core i5 dual core 

intel(R) Core(TM) i5-1035G1 CPU @ 1.00GHz   

1.20 GHz, 8.00 GB, 64 bit OS, 1TB Hard disk 

Space personal computer and software Windows 

11 Home Single Language and MS Excel.  

 

The dataset contains 8 columns and 816 

instances. The dataset was split into training and 

testing parts accordingly using a test size of 0.2. 

The House price is obtained based on the area type, 

total square feet, locality,  availability, Bath, 

Balcony and few.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

Version 26 software tool was used for statistical 

analysis. An independent sample T-test was 

conducted for accuracy. Standard deviation, 

standard mean errors were also calculated using the 

SPSS Software tool. The significance values of 

proposed and existing algorithms are shown in 

Table 5. Table 6 contains group statistical values of 

proposed and existing algorithms.The independent 

variables in this study are society columns and the 

dependent variables are area type, Locality, BHK, 

Bathrooms etc.  

 

3. Results 

  

   The group statistical analysis on the two 

groups shows Novel Linear Regression (LR)  has 

more mean accuracy than Decision Tree and the 

standard error mean is slightly less than Novel 

Linear Regression (LR). The Novel Linear 

Regression  algorithm scored an accuracy of 82% 

as shown in Table 3  and Decision Tree has scored 

71.6% as shown in Table 4. The accuracies are 

recorded by testing the algorithms with 6 different 

sample sizes and the average accuracy is calculated 

for each algorithm. Fig.1 represents the bar chart of 

accuracies with standard deviation error is plotted 

for both the algorithms. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

From the results of this study, Novel 

Linear Regression (LR) is proved to be having 

better accuracy than the Decision Tree  model. LR 

has an accuracy of 82% whereas Decision Tree has 

an accuracy of 71.6%. In Table 5, the group 

statistical analysis on the two groups shows that 

Novel Linear Regression (LR)  has more mean 

accuracy than Decision Tree and the standard error 

mean including standard deviation mean is slightly 

less than Novel Linear Regression (LR).   

 

A study by (Y. Zhou 2020) a summary of 

the study's findings The second section discussed 

the most typical characteristics utilized in house 

price prediction around the world. A brief overview 

of the machine learning model employed in a 

recent study to forecast house price followed. The 

entire impacts of the present house price prediction 

model are discussed in the next section. (Goodhart 

and Hofmann 2007) Over the previous three 

decades, this article examines the relationships 

between money, credit, home values, and economic 

activity in industrialized countries. (Aizenman, 

Jinjarak, and Zheng 2016) The properties of a 

house price predictor based on the Random Forest 

method are compared to those of a traditional 

hedonic pricing model in this research and  used 

https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/cQaRl
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/ygey
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/ygey
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/OJkk
https://paperpile.com/c/fFbkO5/OJkk
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apartment transaction data from 2006 to 2017 in 

the gangnam District of south Korea, which is most 

developed areas in the country. (MacGregor, 

Schulz, and Green 2018) The Purpose of this paper 

is to describe the nature of the valuation profession 

in the major investment markets, as well as to 

explain the various valuation standards. Presented 

the definition and foundation of valuation, as well 

as demonstrating the various valuation methods. 

(Jason Goddard 2021) The role of machine learning 

and artificial intelligence in real estate assessment, 

market participant value perspectives, and the 

challenges of time in the valuation process are all 

discussed.  

 

The limitations of this work is the request 

contains a list of features, corresponding to the 

public data set features, that you want available 

when data is sent. There is no guarantee that the 

data will be available in a timely manner nor will it 

contain an exact list of required functions. 

Therefore, there may be a risk that  access will be 

denied or delayed. If yes, the study will be 

conducted based  on a dataset only. The data 

modeling and analysis in this work has scope for 

future application in lodging value-prediction 

systems.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Based on the experimental results, Novel 

Linear Regression (LR) has been proved to predict 

house prices more significantly than Decision Tree. 

With sufficient data, this tool allows us to estimate 

the individual effects of different housing attributes 

on housing prices. 
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Tables and Figures  

 

Table 1. Pseudocode for Novel Linear Regression 

// I : Input dataset records 

1. Import required packages. 

2. Convert data sets into numerical values after the extraction feature. 

3. Assign data to X train, y train, X test and y test variables. 

4. Using tarin_test_split() function, pass training and testing variables. 

5. Give test_size and random_state as parameters for splitting  data using Linear training model. 

6. Compiling model using matrices as accuracy. 

7. Calculate accuracy of model. 

OUTPUT 

// Accuracy 

 

Table 2. Pseudocode for Decision Tree 

// I : Input dataset records 

1. Import required packages. 

2. Convert data sets into numerical values after the extraction feature. 

3. Assign data to X train, y train, X test and y test variables. 

4. Using tarin_test_split() function, pass training and testing variables. 

5. Give test_size and 'criterion' : ['mse','friedman_mse'] and  'splitter': ['best','random'] as parameters for 

splitting data using Linear training model. 

6. Compiling model using matrices as accuracy. 

7. Calculate accuracy of model. 

OUTPUT 

// Accuracy 

 

Table 3. Accuracy of House Price Prediction using Novel Linear Regression for 6 samples out of 30 (Accuracy= 

82%) 

Test Size Accuracy 

Test 1 81.83 

Test 2 82.69 

Test 3 82.53 

Test 4 81.23 

Test 5 81.45 
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Test 6 82.34 

 

Table 4. Accuracy of House Price Prediction using Decision Tree for 6 samples out of 30 (Accuracy= 71.6%) 

Test Size Accuracy 

Test 1 75.45 

Test 2 73.96 

Test 3 75.75 

Test 4 74.39 

Test 5 74.52 

Test 6 74.38 

 

Table 5. Group Statistic analysis, representing Novel Linear Regression (mean accuracy 82% standard deviation 

0.59935) and Decision Tree (mean accuracy 71.6%, standard deviation 0.82845) 

Algorithm N Mean Std.Deviation Std.Error Mean 

Accuracy    Novel Linear 

Regression 
6 82.0117 0.59935 0.24468 

Accuracy    Decision Tree 6 71.6083 0.82845 0.33822 

 

Table 6. Independent Sample Tests results with confidence interval as 95% and level of significance as 0.620 

(Novel Linear regression appears to perform significantly better than Random Forest with value of p=0.620). 

 

 

 

Accuracy 

Levene’s Test 

for Equality of 

Variances 

T-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df Sig 
Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% 

Conf. 

Interval 

Lower 

95% Conf. 

Interval 

Upper 

Equal 

Variances 

assumed 

0.262 0.620 24.922 10 0.000 10.40333 0.04174 9.47321 11.3334 
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Equal 

Variances 

not 

assumed 

0.262 0.620 24.922 9.108 0.000 10.40333 0.04174 9.46072 11.34595 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of Novel Linear Regression and Decision Tree in terms of accuracy. The mean accuracy of  

Novel Linear Regression is greater than Decision Tree and standard deviation is also slightly higher than 

Random Forest. X-axis: Novel Linear Regression vs Decision Tree. Y-axis: Mean accuracy of detection ±1 SD. 

 

 

 

 

 


